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Abstract 
T-colorings arose from the channel assignment problem in communications. Given a finite 
set T of non-negative integers, a T-coloring of a simple graph G is an assignment of a non- 
negative integer (channel) on every vertex of G, such that the difference of channels of two 
adjacent vertices does not fall in T. The T-span of G, denoted by spr(G), is the minimum span 
among all possible T-colorings of G, where the span of a T-coloring is the difference between 
the largest and smallest channels used. This article applies T-graphs to explore the sets T that 
belong to these two collections: f#--{T : greedy (or first-fit) algorithm provides T-spans for all 
complete graphs}, and ~={T : spr(G) = spr(Kz(6)) for all graphs G, where ~( is the chromatic 
number}. Given T, its T-graph has the vertex set of all non-negative integers o that two vertices 
are adjacent if their difference does not fall in T. We show that for any a E Z +, the T-graph 
of aT is isomorphic to a disjoint product of a copies of the T-graph of T, where aT is the set 
obtained by multiplying every element of T by a. Based on this characterization, the following 
two results are attained. For any a E Z +, T E g if and only if aT E 8, and T E f~ if and only 
if aT E ft. The second fact has been proven by Cozzens and Roberts (1991) from a different 
approach. We will completely solve the family of sets T = {0,s,s ÷ 1 . . . . .  1} by providing a 
different proof of the fact T E f~ (Tesman, 1989), and showing that T E g if and only if / is a 
multiple of s. In addition, complete solutions for a more general family are obtained: for any 
a,s,l  EZ + with s<<,l, T= {O, as, a(s + 1),a(s + 2) . . . . .  al} UA E f#, and T E 8 if and only if 
l=ms for some m, where A C{as + 1,as + 2 . . . . .  a l -  1}. 
1. In t roduct ion  
T-colorings first introduced by Hale [5] arose from the channel assignment prob- 
lem in which one channel (a non-negative integer) is assigned to each radio station 
or transmitter so that the interference is avoided. The interference occurs when the 
difference of channels of two close stations falls within the given T, which is a finite 
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set of non-negative integers and always contains O. In graph theory, we represent each 
station or transmitter by a vertex and connect two close locations by an edge. Thus, the 
channel assignment problem has the following definitions. A T-coloring of a simple 
graph G=(V,E) is a function, f :  V(G)---, ~(+U{0}, such that if {u,v}EE(G), then 
I f (u ) -  f (v)  I ~ T. The span of f is the difference between the largest and smallest 
elements in f(V). The T-span of G, denoted by spy(G), is the minimum span among 
all possible T-col#rings of G. 
Denote by Kn the complete graph on n vertices. For a given T, the #reedy (or 
first-fit) T-al#orithm on Kn colors vertices of Kn sequentially. At each step, it uses the 
smallest possible number that will not violate the definition of a T-col#ring. Notice 
that the greedy algorithm does not always provide the optimum T-span. For example, 
if T = {0, 1,4, 5, 8), the greedy algorithm on/£3 obtains the colors {0, 2, 9} with span 9, 
however, {0, 3, 6} is a T-coloring with span 6 (optimum). Define ~ to be the collection 
of sets T, such that the greedy algorithm introduced above obtains the optimum T-span 
of Kn for all n ~> 1. Many families in ff have been discovered. Readers may find some 
of them in [1-3,6,7, 10, 11, 13, 14, etc.]. 
It is known [1] that for any T and G, spT(G)<~spr(Kz(c)) where •(G) is the 
chromatic number of G. Hence, it is interesting to study when the equality holds. 
Define g to be the collection of sets T such that spr(G)=spr(Kz(c) ) is true for all 
graphs G. Unlike f#, only a few families of g are known (cf. [1,6-8, 11, etc.]). 
The major tools used in the article include T-graphs, disjoint product of graphs, and 
graph isomorphisms. Given T, the T-oraph denoted by Gr is defined by, 
V(GT)=~+U{O}={O, 1,2..... n .... }, {a,b}EE(G) ¢=~ [a-blOT.  
The T-oraph of order n, denoted by G~. is the subgraph of Gr induced by the first 
n vertices. That is, 
V(G~-)={0,1,2 .. . . .  n -  1}, {a,b}EE(G~-) ¢* la-bI E T. 
The disjoint product of n simple graphs, denoted by G = G1 x G2 × " ' "  × Gn is the 
graph defined by the following (t+_J represents disjoint union) 
V(G) = V(G1) W V(G2) t~... • V(Gn), 
iff ~" either {u,v}EE(Gi) for some i, "~ {u,v}EE(G) ( or uE V(Gi) and vE V(Gj), i ~ j J" 
Two simple graphs G and H are isomorphic, denoted by G - H, if there is an 
one-to-one and onto mapping, f :  V(G) --~ V(H), such that {u,v} EE(G) if and only 
if {f(u),f(v)} EE(H). 
For any two integers a and b with a ~<b, let [a, b] represent the set of integers 
{a, a + 1, a + 2 . . . . .  b}. Section 2 studies the family of sets T = {0} U [s, l] where s and 
l are positive integers. Tesman [13] has asserted that all the sets in this family are 
members of ~. A different, graph-theoretical and shorter proof of this fact is demon- 
strated. Moreover, we prove T -- {0} U [s, l] E ~ if and only if l is a multiple of s. 
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Section 3 shows that for any a E Z +, the T-graph of aT is isomorphic to a disjoint 
product of a copies of Gr, where aT is the set obtained by multiplying every ele- 
ment of T by a. This characterization plays a key role in proving other two results. 
For any aE&r +, TEg  if and only if aTE¢,  and TE~ if and only if aTEf#. 
The second result has been proven differently by Cozzens and Roberts [2] using the 
'meaningfulness' approach. Combining all these facts leads to complete solutions of a 
more general family T = {O, as, a(s + 1),a(s+2) . . . . .  al} U A where a,s, l E Z +, s<~l 
and A C[as + 1,al - 1] shown at the end of Section 3. 
2. Families in ~ and families in 
This section first introduces the characterizations of ~ and ~ by the corresponding 
T-graphs. These characterizations, Proposition 2 and Theorem 4, will be applied to 
explore the sets T in f~ and g, respectively. In particular, the family of sets T = 
{0} U [s,l] will be completely solved by the following two steps: (1) obtaining a dif- 
ferent proof of the fact TE~ [13], and (2) proving TEe  only if l is a multiple ofs.  
The clique size of G, denoted by o~(G), is the largest size (i.e. the number of 
vertices) of a complete graph in G. For any two vertices u and v in a graph, u ~ v 
denotes that u and v are adjacent. Throughout this article, a maximum clique in G~ is 
a clique with maximum cardinality which contains the vertex 0. 
Theorem 1 (D.D.-F. Liu [6]). For any T and any positive integer m, spr(Km)=n-1 
if and only if n is the minimum number such that ~o(G~.)=m. 
The theorem above provides a method of calculating spr(Kn) by examining the 
corresponding T-graph. Extending this idea, a method of finding the span provided 
by the greedy algorithm on Kn can also be obtained. In Gr, the recursive clique of 
size i, denoted by RKi, is the clique with vertex set defined by V(RK 1 ) = {0}, and 
for m i> 2, V(RKm) = V(RKm- l ) U {x} where x is the vertex with the smallest index 
adjacent to all vertices of RKm-1. The indexes of the vertices of the recursive clique 
of size m in Gr are the colors that greedy T-coloring uses on Km. Therefore, the span 
by greedy T-algorithm on Km is the minimum number n such that G~ +1 contains a 
recursive clique of size m. As an example, let T = {0, 1,4, 5}, G 9 is drawn in Fig. 1. By 
Theorem 1, spr(K3)=6 (bold lines), however, the T-span of Kn by greedy algorithm 
is 8 (dashed lines). Combining this fact with Theorem 1, the following general result 
that characterizes ~# by T-graphs is obtained. 
Proposition 2. Given T, T E ~ if and only if for all n, the maximum recursive clique 
in G~ is a maximum clique. 
Now, using T-graphs and the proposition above, we present a graph-theoretical and 
considerably shorter proof of the following theorem, first shown by Tesman. 
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Theorem 3 (Tesman [ 13]). I f  T = {0} U [s, l], then T E f#. Furthermore, i f  m = ks + b 
with k E Z + U {0} and 1 <~ b <~ s, then spr(  Km ) = k( l + s) + b - 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 2, it is enough to show that for any n, the maximum recursive 
clique in G~ is a maximum clique. Denote the recursive clique of GT by RK which 
has the following vertex set, 
V(RK)={0,1,2  . . . . .  s -  1 , s+ l , s+ l+  1 . . . . .  2s+ l -  1~ . . . . . .  }. 
s te rms  s te rms  
In RK, from the beginning, every s vertices form a consecutive set called a period. 
There is an l + 1 difference between the leading vertex of any period and the last vertex 
of the previous period. (See Fig.2 as an example.) Because of this periodic property of 
V(RK), we only have to show the fact between the first and second period. Since the 
first s vertices in GT form a clique, it is enough to show that ¢o(Gtv+s)<~s. Suppose not, 
then there is a complete graph of s + 1 vertices in Gtr +s. Denote it by * K~+ 1 . Without 
loss of generality, we may assume 0EK*+I. Let A be the vertex set of K*+I and denote 
A by 
Because [s, l] C T, 0 7~ s, s + 1 . . . . .  l. Thus A can be decomposed into two parts, B 
and C, where 
B=Af~[O,s - I ] ,  and C=AN[ l+ l , l+s -1] .  





Fig. 2. G~ 1 with T=(0,3,4,5} (s=3, •=5). Bold lines represent recursive clique. 
Notice that [Bl<.%s, [C[<.s-1. If iEB, then l+i  f~ C. ('." l+ i - i= IET . )  Similarly, 
if l + i E C, then i ~ B. These two facts imply ] V(K*+I )1 ~<s, a contradiction, so T E ft. 
By the claim above, for any n, a maximum clique in G~ can be represented by a 
recursive clique. Therefore, according to Theorem 1, we have 
m-1 
s+l+b- I  
spr(Km)= . 
"k(s ÷ I )÷b - 1 
if l <~m<~s 
if m=s+b,l<~b<.s 
if m=ks+b, 1 <<.b<<.s 
(the first period) 
(the second period) 
(the (k -  1)th period) 
Thus, the formula for spr(Km) is reached and the proof is completed. [] 
Only a few members of ~ have been found. The first two known families of ~ (also 
known as members of if) are: r-initial sets [1,6] (i.e. T=[0,r] UA, where A contains 
no multiple of ( r+ 1)); and k-multiple-of-s sets [6,11] (i.e. T= {O,s,2s,3s ..... ks} UA, 
where A C_[s ÷ 1,ks - 1]). For other known sets T E ~, the reader should refer to 
[6-8]. For a given T, the difficulty of testing if T is a member of eg arises from the 
checking of the equality spr(G)=spT(Kz(G)) for all graphs G. However, the following 
known result provides a method in determining whether T E ~ or not by examining its 
T-graph. 
Theorem 4 (D.D.-F. Liu [6]). For any T, TE~ if and only if co(G~)=x(G~) for all 
nE~ +. 
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By Theorem 3, T -- {0} U [s, l] E ~ for any s ~< l. We now show that when l is a 
multiple of s then T E ~, and the reverse of this fact is also true. 
Theorem 5. I f  T={O)U [s,l], TEg  i f  and only i f  l=ms for  some mEZ +. 
Proof. I f  T = {0} U Is, ms], then T is an m-multiple-of-s set. As we learned earlier, 
T E g. Therefore, it is enough to show the other direction. 
Suppose ks < I < (k + 1)s for some k, by Theorem 3, TEfg and spv(Ks+l)=S + l. 
According to Theorem 1, s + l is the minimum number such that o~(G~+l+l)=s + 1. 
Hence, ~o(G~.)=s for all s<<.n<<.s+ l. If TEo ~, by Theorem 4, z(G~+l)=s. Define the 
modular coloring f on G~ +t by f (a )=a ' ,  where a --- d -  1 (mods) and l<~a'<<.s. 
Because none of these numbers, 1,2 . . . . .  s -  1 is in T, any consecutive s vertices in 
GT form a clique. Therefore, the modular coloring is the only possible proper coloring 
for G~ +l in s colors. Notice that (k + 1)s < s +/ ,  and f ( (k  + 1)s )=f (0 )= 1. This is 
a contradiction, because (ks + 1) ~ 0. Thus / must be a multiple of s. [] 
3. The T-graphs of T and aT 
In the previous section, the family of sets T -- {0} U [s, l] is completely solved. 
This section will expand the efforts to a more general family, T = {0,as, a(s + 1), 
a(s + 2) . . . . .  al} U A, where A C_{as + 1,as + 2 . . . . .  al - 1}. The complete solutions of 
this family will be generated by a number of basic theorems including a relationship 
between GT and Gay; for any a E ~e+, T E ~ if and only if aT E 8; and T E f~ if 
and only if aT E ft. These useful results (Theorems 6-8) will be shown first in this 
section. 
Theorem 6. For any T and any positive integer a, let G i be the subgraph of  Gar 
induced by the set of  vertices { ka + i: kE~ + U {0}}, O <<. i <<. a - 1. Then 
GaT = G O x G 1 × G 2 × . . .  × G a-I and 
G i~GT for  a l lO<~i<~a-1.  
Proof. First, we show that for any i with 0 <~i ~<a-  1, G i -~ Gr. Define a function 
h : V(GT) ~ V(G ~) by h(k)=ka  + i. It is easy to see that h is one-to-one and onto. 
Furthermore, one has 
{u,v )EE(GT)  ¢:~ lu - vl T 
¢* lau - avl ~ aT 
¢=~ {h(u),h(v)} EE(Gi). 
Hence h is an isomorphism. 
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Secondly, we claim G~r = G O × G l x G 2 × . . .  × G ~-1. One learns that V(Gar)= 
V(G O) ~ V(G | ) ~ V(G 2) El.." ~ V(G a-1 ) from the definitions. Moreover, i f /~  j, we 
have 
uE V(G i) and vE V(C/) => u ~ v(moda) 
==> [u -  v[ is not a multiple of a 
lu - vl ~ aT 
{u,v} EE(Gar). 
Since each G i is an induced subgraph of Gar by the definition of the disjoint product 
of graphs the proof is completed. [] 
Referring to Proposition 2 and Theorem 4, the maximum recursive cliques, the clique 
sizes, and the chromatic numbers of G~ for all n, fully determine whether T is in (9, 
in ~ or neither. From the theorem above, Gar is isomorphic to a disjoint product of 
a copies of Gr. In GaT, any two vertices from different copies of Gr are adjacent. 
Therefore, the clique size (or chromatic number, respectively) of G~r is determined 
by the clique size (or chromatic number) of Gkr for some k. To be precise, suppose 
n=ka + i and 1 <~i<~a, og(Ganr) (or z(G~r)) can be calculated according to these two 
cases: if ~o(Gkr) < ¢o(Gkr +1) (or g(Gkr) < x(Gkr+l)), then ~o(G~r ) =-a. og(Gkr) + i (or 
x(G~r) = a. z(Gkr) + i); if o3(Gkr) = og(Gkr +1) (or x(Gkr) = z(Gkr+I)), then og(G~T ) = 
a • o~(Gkr) (or z(G~r ) = a • x(Gkr)). These important facts provide graph-theoretical 
proofs to the following two results. Theorem 8 below has been proven differently by 
Cozzens and Roberts [2] from the 'meaningfulness' approach. 
Theorem 7. Given T, T E 8 if and only if aT E 8 for any a E ~r+. 
Proof. For any n, the chromatic number and clique size of G~r are determined by 
G~ for some k. According to the discussion above, if ~o(G k) = z(Gkr) for all k, then 
the equality is also true for G~T for all n and vice versa. By Theorem 4, the proof is 
finished. [] 
Theorem 8 (Cozzens and Roberts [2]). Given T, TE(9 if and only if aTE(g for any 
aE ~r +, 
ProoL Referring to the structure of Gar in Theorem 6, for any n, the recursive clique of 
Gnr is determined by the recursive clique of Gkr for some k, and vice versa. Therefore, 
by Proposition 2, T E(9 if and only if aTE(9. [] 
For a given T, suppose m is the greatest common divisor of all elements in T. 
To determine whether T is in (9, in 8, or neither, by the two theorems above, one 
T For example, T = {0,30,40,50} E (9 - 8, because only has to consider the set m" 
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l.u 
Fig. 3. Glr2,, Where T'={0,4,6}, T"={0,4,5,6} and T'/a={0,2,3} (a=2, s=2, •=3). G~, is a direct product 
of two copies of G~0,2,3 } . G~ can be obtained by adding some unimportant edges. G~, and G~.,, share the 
same maximum cliques (bold lines) for all n. 
{0, 3, 4, 5} E f# -- 8. By Theorems 3 and 5, T -- {0} U Is, l] E f# and T E g if and only 
if l=ms for some m. Now, we show the result for a more general case. 
Theorem 9. I f  T = {0,as, a(s + 1) . . . . .  al} U A, where s,l,a E Z +, 
A C [as + 1,al - 1], then 
(i) T E f# and 
(ii) T Eg if and only if l=ms for some positive integer m. 
s <~ l, and 
Proof. Let T~= {O, as, a(s + 1) . . . . .  al}, by Theorems 3, 5, 7, and 8, T ~ satisfies the 
properties (i) and (ii). 
Now, suppose T = TtUA, A C [as+ 1, a l -  1 ], and T t~ = {0}U[as, all, then T ~ C T C T t~. 
Hence, Gr,, is a subgraph of GT, and Gr is a subgraph of Gr,. One can obtain Gr,, or 
Gr from Gr, by deleting some edges in Gr,. It is not hard to learn that all the edges 
deleted do not violate the maximum recursive clique of G~., for all n. (see Fig. 3 as an 
r'  = {0} U [s, l] E ~ and T' E f#. Because Gr example.) Referring to Theorems 3 and 8, a 
and Gr, share the same recursive cliques, by Proposition 2, T E f#. I f  l = ms for some 
T r 
m, by Theorems 5 and 7, these three sets, -y : {0} U [s, ms], T ~, and T ~ are in 8. Thus, 
according to Theorem 4, w(G~, )= z(G~,) for all n. Since T and T ~ are in f#, as we 
learned above, Gr and Gr, share the same maximum cliques, so co(G~,)=og(G~) for 
all n. Because GT is a subgraph of GT,, one has z(G~.)<~z(G~,)=~(G~,)=~o(G~). 
Therefore, x(G~.)=~o(G~.) for all n, so TES .  
I f  ks < l < (k + 1)s for some k, them al is not a multiple of as, by Theorem 5, 
T" ~ 8. In the proof of Theorem 5, we learned that z(G~, +al) > o3(G~+at). This 
implies Zt~ T'r'as+al)~)~l,I..rr, as+al.~) > o)(G~ +al) > o)(G~+al), so by Theorem 4, T ~ ~. This 
completes the proof. [] 
Notice that the theorem above is a general form that contains some known as well 
as many new sets T E 8 f3 f# and T E f# -- 8, respectively. For instance, 
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Example 10. If  T = {0,12,15,18},T E if, but T ~ g. If  T= {0,12,15,18,21,24}, 
TEf¢N & 
In order to keep the properties of being in ff and 8, one can extend any set T in 
Theorem 9 by adding some integers that will not break the maximum cliques in Gr. 
As an example, the set T = {0, 12, 15, 18, 19,20,21,24,48} E ~ N ff is an extension of 
the set T in the example above. Applying the results in this article, readers can make 
additional extension of new sets T in ~ or ft. 
A closing remark: all the sets studied in this article as well as all previously known 
sets T support an early conjecture ~f f  [6]; however, recently the first set T has been 
found [8], by the author, which is in g but not in ft. 
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